
WHAT DO YOU DO? I’m a … 
 

Match the jobs and the definitions. 
 
Nurse   Hairdresser  Sailor   Chef 

Surgeon  Beautician  Travel Agent Postman 

Receptionist  Mechanic  Librarian  Porter 

Shop Assistant Caretaker  Lawyer  Bus Driver   

Architect  Flight Attendant Plumber   Interpreter 

Baker   Dentist  Waiter  Vet 

Engineer  Journalist  Doctor  Artist 

Firefighter  Carpenter  Pilot   Tour Guide   
 
1.- I design houses and other buildings. 
2.- I cook the food in a restaurant. 

3.- I sell holidays. 
4.- I wash, cut and arrange hair. 

5.- I write about the news for newspapers, magazines,  
     television or radio. 

6.- I make sick people well again. 

7.- I deliver letters and parcels to people.  
8.- I look after passengers on a plane. 

9.- I make and sell bread and cakes. 
10.- I look after a block of flats or other buildings. 

11.- I make, plan or repair things like machines, roads or  
       bridges. 
12.- I do operations on people. 

13.- I look after your teeth.  
14.- I look after people who are sick or hurt. 

15.- I help when somebody arrives at a hotel and I may also answer the  
       telephone. 
16.- I show people round famous places. 

17.- I put in and repair things like water-pipes, baths and basins.  

18.- I work in a library. 

19.- I need a lot of patience to do my job properly because 
       there are so many traffic jams that people sometimes  
       get  angry because we move very slowly. 

20.- I bring food and drink to your table at a restaurant 
21.- I make tables, chairs, wardrobes, shelves... from   

       wood. 
22.- I repair or work with machines 
23.- I paint or draw pictures. 

24.- I carry people's bags in places like railway stations and hotels. 
25.- I serve in a shop. 

26.- I represent people with legal problems. 
27.- I work in a ship or a boat. 
28.- I improve the way people look with beauty treatments. 

29.- I stop fires.  
30.- I know languages and I have to think and speak quickly. 

31.- I give medical care to animal that are ill or hurt. 
32.- I fly planes. 
 


